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The interplay between electron-electron interaction and electron-phonon coupling has been one of
the key issues in graphene as it can provide information on the origin of enhanced electron-phonon
coupling in graphene by foreign atoms. In ytterbium-decorated graphene on SiC substrate, electronphonon coupling exhibits strong enhancement compared to that of as-grown graphene. Based on
angle-resolved photoemission study, the presence of ytterbium is also found to result in the decrease
of Fermi velocity, revealing the enhancement of electron-electron interaction within the Fermi liquid
theory. Our finding on the concomitant enhancement of electron-electron interaction and electronphonon coupling suggests a possibility of the interplay between the two representative many-body
interactions in graphene decorated with foreign atoms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Decoration with foreign atoms has been one of the
plausible methods to modify a solid-state surface and
hence create/manipulate its properties. Even graphene,
one of the inert surfaces self-assembled on the surface
of SiC substrate, has been a playground to search for
a variety of novel phenomena that do not exist when it
stands alone as listed in Table 1. For example, the decoration leads to metal-insulator transition by NO2 [1] and
hydrogen [2], Kondo effect by cobalt [3] and cerium [4],
magnetic effects by sulfur [5], strongly enhanced electronphonon coupling by alkali metals [6, 7]. Especially, the
electron-phonon coupling varies significantly depending
on dopants with a dimensionless electron-phonon coupling constant ranging from 0.11 to 0.17 along the ΓK
direction of the graphene unit cell and from 0.15 to 0.40
along the ΓM direction [6]. When lithium is adsorbed on
graphene, the coupling constant reaches as high as 0.58
along a specific direction close to the ΓM direction that
can possibly result in superconductivity [7].
Typically the strength of electron-phonon coupling
changes as a function of charge carrier density. Undoped
graphene has Fermi energy, EF , that is aligned with the
crossing point between conduction and valence bands of
graphene, so-called Dirac energy, ED . In this case, the
number of electrons that can excite phonons are nominally zero, so that electron-phonon coupling is significantly suppressed. With increasing charge carrier density, the electron-phonon coupling in graphene increases
with increasing charge carrier density, i. e. , in electrondoped graphene [8]. However, calculated strength of
electron-phonon coupling differs from the measured one
in electron-doped graphene on substrates by as much as
a factor of 5 [8]. While different substrates can result
in different electronic/chemical environments beyond the
simple change of charge carrier density, the discrepancy
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has been attributed to experimental artifacts such as a
finite-resolution effect [8] and a curved band structure
which gives apparent enhancement especially along the
ΓM direction [9, 10]. On the other hand, experimentally
determined strength is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical values when graphene is placed on a metallic substrate such as Cu [11]. This result gives a clue
to understand the discrepancy, because a metallic substrate can efficiently screen electron-electron interaction
in overlying graphene
The role of foreign atoms on the electron-electron interaction, however, is not straightforward. It is because
foreign atoms not only change the charge carrier density
of graphene by charge transfer that simply increases participants in the electronic correlations, but also modify
the orbital character of charge carriers in graphene by hybridization with orbitals of their own electrons. Partial
intercalation provides a solution to overcome this obstacle. When epitaxial graphene on SiC substrate is mildly
heated with foreign atoms on it, they are intercalated underneath the graphene layer to form atomic islands leaving the remaining area as pristine graphene [12]. The
inhomogeneous intercalation results in the electron band
structure of both heavily electron-doped graphene by
foreign atoms and lightly electron-doped graphene by
the SiC substrate, that are electronically coupled each
other [13]. Although the lightly electron-doped graphene
is influenced by the intercalants, it exhibits similar charge
carrier density as pristine graphene, making it possible
to investigate the change of electron-electron interaction

Phenomena MIT Kondo Magnetism EPC
SCs
Decorations NO2 [1] Co [3]
S [5]
AMs [6] Li [7]
H [2] Ce [4]
Yb [13]
TABLE I. A variety of phenomena induced by the decoration of graphene with foreign atoms/molecules. MIT: metalinsulator transition, EPC: electron-phonon coupling, SCs: superconductivities.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) An ARPES intensity map of as-grown graphene on an SiC(0001) substrate taken perpendicular
to the ΓK direction of the graphene unit cell denoted by a red line and a white dashed hexagon, respectively, using 50 eV
photons. (b-e) ARPES intensity maps of ytterbium-decorated graphene on an SiC(0001) substrate annealed at several different
temperatures ranging from 200 ◦ C to 850 ◦ C taken perpendicular to the ΓK direction of the graphene unit cell denoted in the
inset of panel (a). The white dashed curves in panel (b) are calculated band structure within the density functional theory for
YbC6 , taken from Ref. [13].

modified by the presence of foreign atoms in the system.
Here we report the first experimental evidence
of enhanced electron-electron interaction in graphene
decorated by foreign atoms, in which strongly enhanced electron-phonon coupling is observed using angleresolved photoemission spectroscopy. In the presence
of ytterbium, graphene shows the electron band structure of both heavily and lightly electron-doped graphene,
whose electronic coupling is modified by annealing at different temperatures. The former exhibits a peak-diphump structure due to enhanced electron-phonon coupling, whereas such spectral feature is not clearly observed in as-grown graphene, consistent with previous
result [13]. The latter shows decreased Fermi velocity, vF , compared to that of as-grown graphene, revealing that electron-electron interaction is also enhanced by
the presence of ytterbium within the Fermi liquid theory [14]. As a result, our findings suggest that indeed
electron-electron interaction can be responsible for the
enhanced electron-phonon coupling observed in metaladsorbed graphene.

II.

ARPES MEASUREMENTS

Graphene samples were prepared by the epitaxial
growth method on SiC(0001) substrate via silicon sublimation by e-beam heating [15]. Ytterbium atoms were
deposited on graphene at 100 K, followed by repeated
annealing process at higher temperatures ranging from
200 ◦ C to 850 ◦ C. ARPES measurements were performed
at 15 K using 50 eV photons at beamline 12.0.1 [16] of
the Advanced Light Source in Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Energy and momentum resolutions

were 32 meV and 0.01 Å−1 . Sample orientation is determined directly by finding the Brillouin zone corner,
K-point, using the ARPES measurement.

III.
A.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

ARPES intensity maps of graphene decorated
with Yb

Figure 1 shows ARPES intensity maps for as-grown
graphene and ytterbium-decorated graphene prepared
with annealing process at several different temperatures.
These maps are measured using 50 eV photons perpendicular to the ΓK direction of the graphene unit cell,
denoted by a red line and a white dashed hexagon in the
inset of Fig. 1(a), respectively. As-grown graphene shows
a single Dirac cone that is lightly electron-doped by the
presence of the SiC(0001) substrate [17], so that ED is observed at ∼0.4 eV below EF , as shown in Fig. 1(a). Upon
introducing ytterbium, the graphene sample exhibits two
Dirac cones as shown in Fig. 1(b), that have with relatively weak and strong spectral intensity. The comparison between the electron band structure with the weak
spectral intensity and the calculated band structure of
graphene with a close-packed atomic layer of ytterbium
(the white dashed curves calculated within the density
functional theory for YbC6 [13]) identifies the weak spectral intensity as the Dirac cone of heavily electron-doped
graphene by ytterbium whose ED is at ∼1.6 eV below EF .
The Dirac cone close to EF shows non-linear dispersion
due to the hybridization with the 4f state of ytterbium
that appears as the white dashed line at 0.6 eV below EF
in the calculated bands.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a-b) Energy distribution curves (EDCs) of (a) heavily electron-doped graphene by ytterbium and
(b) as-grown graphene on an SiC(0001) substrate. Bold curves correspond to the EDCs at kF of each case. Black dashed
lines denote the dip position in the EDCs for heavily electron-doped graphene. Red dashed curve in panel (a) is taken as a
background signal that is free from the electron band structure of heavily electron-doped graphene by ytterbium. (c) Filled
and empty circles are EDCs denoted by bold and dashed curves in panel (a), respectively, that are normalized with respect
to the spectral intensity at lower energies. (d) The background signal is subtracted from the EDC taken at kF to show the
characteristic peak-dip-hump structure. The dashed and dotted curves are Gaussian and Lorentzian fits to data, respectively.
The solid line is a total fit to the data.

Another Dirac cone with strong spectral intensity resembles that of lightly electron-doped as-grown graphene,
especially with similar ED . Interestingly, it does not show
a signature of strong hybridization with the ytterbium
4f state observed in the Dirac cone of heavily electrondoped graphene, but shows a kinked structure at 1.1 eV
below EF , i. e. , at the crossing points with the Dirac
cone of heavily electron-doped graphene. Such a spectral feature denotes that lightly electron-doped graphene
does not directly interact with ytterbium, but is electronically coupled to heavily electron-doped graphene with
ytterbium. With increasing annealing temperature, the
curved band structure close to EF is gradually flattened
as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), suggesting that the hybridization between the ytterbium 4f state and the Dirac
cone of heavily electron-doped graphene becomes weaker,
possibly because the close-packed atomic islands of ytterbium start to segregate due to thermal activation by the
annealing process. When the annealing temperature is
as high as 850 ◦ C, the kink-like structure observed at
∼1.1 eV below EF is strongly suppressed and the characteristic linearity of the Dirac cone is gradually recovered
as shown in Fig. 1(e).
B.

Enhanced electron-phonon coupling by the
presence of Yb

The effect of ytterbium on the electron-phonon coupling can be examined by the comparison of the Dirac
cone of graphene that is in direct contact to ytterbium,
i. e. , heavily electron doped graphene, with that of asgrown graphene. The Dirac cone of heavily electrondoped graphene by ytterbium was reported to show the

characteristics of electron-phonon coupling whose dimensionless coupling constant is as high as 0.43 in experiments and 0.51 in calculations, suggesting a possibility
of photon-mediate superconductivity with a phase transition temperature of as high as 2.17 K [13]. Indeed, energy
distribution curves for the ARPES intensity map of heavily electron-doped graphene taken from a black-dashed
rectangle in Fig. 1(b) shows a peak-dip-hump structure
as shown in Fig. 2(a) with a peak close to EF , a dip at
∼0.2 eV below EF as denoted by a black-dashed line,
and a hump at lower energy. Since graphene phonon dispersions have two Kohn anomalies [18], electronic coupling to the phonon modes in graphene is observed at
∼0.20 eV [19] or ∼0.15 eV [20] below EF . Indeed, this
is the characteristic feature of electron-phonon coupling
observed in the electron density of states [21, 22]. On
the other hand, as-grown graphene does not show a clear
signature of such spectral feature at the phonon energy
as shown in Fig. 2(b), indicating weaker electron-phonon
coupling [20]. Figure 2(c) shows the energy spectra taken
at Fermi wavenumber, kF , and away from kF as denoted
by the thick and dashed curves in Fig. 2(a), respectively.
The latter is subtracted from the former to remove a
background signal that is shown in Fig. 2(d). The resultant line shape is well fitted by a Gaussian peak function for the sharp peak near EF and a Lorentzian peak
function for the broad peak at higher binding energy.
Each peak corresponds to a coherent quasiparticle state
at lower binding energy than the phonon energy and an
incoherent quasiparticle state due to the scattering with
the phonons, respectively [22]. Although a quasiparticle
peak is typically expected to be fitted with a Lorentzian,
a Gaussian best fits the actual line shape at low temperatures, suggesting, near EF , random distribution of
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(a)

sharper peaks constitutes the qausiparticle peak [22].

(c)

TB band

In the presence of enhanced electron-phonon coupling,
the electron band structure of lightly electron-doped
graphene provides information on the change of electronelectron interaction induced by the presence of ytterbium
in the system. When charge carrier density changes, e. g. ,
electron-doped graphene versus undoped graphene, electronic correlations become distinctly different so that the
former is approximated as a Fermi liquid system whereas
the latter shows a clear signature of non-Fermionic behavior with strong electronic correlations [23, 24]. As
a result, almost the same ED of as-grown graphene and
lightly electron-doped graphene in a ytterbium-decorated
graphene sample makes it possible to compare the effect
of the presence of ytterbium on electron-electron interaction within the Fermi liquid theory [25].
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show ARPES intensity maps of
as-grown graphene and a Lorentzian fit to its momentum distribution curves, respectively, resulting in the
navy curves in Fig. 3(b) [13]. The slope of the energymomentum dispersion for as-grown graphene is vF =
0.88 × 106 m/s. The black curve is a tight-binding band
that is fitted to the electron band structure of as-grown
graphene, of which ED is shifted to 0.4 eV below EF , consistent with previous calculations [26]. Figure 3(c) shows
an ARPES intensity map taken from lightly electrondoped graphene in the ytterbium-decorated graphene
sample. Here the black curve is the same tight-binding
band shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for comparison. Interestingly, the observed ARPES intensity gradually deviates from the tight-binding band upon approaching EF .
To quantitatively compare the change of the electron
band structure, Fig. 3(d) shows the result of a Lorentzian
fit to the data. For ytterbium-decorated graphene, the
slope of the energy-momentum dispersion is clearly different from the tight-binding band and hence the dispersion of as-grown graphene, providing vF = 0.75×106 m/s
that is decreased by 15% compared to that of as-grown
graphene.
The change of vF provides a direct information on
the change of electron-electron interaction. For quasiparticles with regular quadratic spectrum, e. g. , E =
~2 k 2 /2m∗ , where ~ is Planck’s constant, k is wavenumber, and m∗ is effective mass of the quasiparticles,
electron-electron interaction leads to the renormalization of their effective mass [14]. In other words, as
electron-electron interaction increases, effective mass becomes larger in Fermi liquids, so that the slope of the
energy-momentum dispersion or the band width becomes
narrower [27]. In undoped graphene, however, where
the Dirac particles are regarded as massless particles
with a linear spectrum, e. g. , E = ~vF k, velocity instead of mass is renormalized by electron-electron inter-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a-b) An ARPES intensity map of asgrown graphene on an SiC(0001) substrate and a Lorentzian
fit to the data to extract energy-momentum dispersion shown
by navy curves [13]. (c-d) An ARPES intensity map of lightly
electron-doped graphene in a ytterbium-decorated graphene
sample and a Lorentzian fit to the data to extract energymomentum dispersion shown by dark yellow curves. The
black curve is a tight-binding band (TB band) that is fitted
to the electron band structure of as-grown graphene.

action [23]. More specifically, as electron-electron interaction increases, vF increases in contrast to what is expected in Fermi liquids, showing non-Fermi liquid behavior [24]. On the other hand, particles near EF in electrondoped graphene is approximated as Fermi liquids [23]. As
a result, the decreased slope of the lightly electron-doped
Dirac cone shown in Fig. 3(d) indicates that electronelectron interaction is enhanced by the presence of ytterbium in graphene.
It is important to note that ytterbium is also the key
factor in the strong enhancement of electron-phonon coupling in graphene [13], although the exact role of ytterbium is not clear yet. A previous theoretical study
predicts that with increasing Coulomb interaction beyond Hatree-Fock approximation, electronic coupling to
the K point phonon (∼0.16 eV) is enhanced whereas the
coupling to the Γ point phonon (∼0.20 eV) stays the
same [28], which is similar to the observation of a peak
in the real part of electron self-energy at ∼0.16 eV for
the ytterbium-decorated graphene [13]. These previous
theoretical [28] and experimental [13] works suggest that
electron-electron interaction is enhanced by the presence
of ytterbium, which is in turn responsible for the strong
enhancement of electron-phonon coupling [13]. Indeed,
our results shown in Fig. 3 provide an experimental ev-
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idence of the enhanced electron-electron interaction in
graphene by the presence of ytterbium.
IV.

uid theory, but also important information to understand
a possible role of electron-electron interaction on the enhancement of electron-phonon coupling in graphene by
the presence of foreign atoms.

SUMMARY
V.
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